Business Analyst
Connance is seeking a well-rounded and creative problem-solver to join our Analytics team. As a Business
Analyst, this person will regularly manipulate large amounts of data to measure ROI and identify opportunities for
our clients to improve performance.
The successful Business Analyst will work closely with Account Executives and other Connance departments to
create compelling visual presentations to communicate findings and enhance Connance’s delivery of business
insights to our growing client base.
Responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyze client performance and identify opportunities for growth through rigorous data analysis
Actively drive the creation of quarterly client presentations, reviewing past performance and identifying
future opportunities
Use SQL to query and manipulate complex data
Participate in presentations of performance reviews to clients
Fulfill requests from clients for ad hoc analysis
Develop business intelligence reports to improve the efficiency of reporting
Leverage Connance’s data assets to contribute to the development of industry insights and benchmarks
Communicate across multiple departments and management levels to collaborate in understanding,
analyzing, and driving key projects

Experience:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor’s degree from a top-tier institution, preferably with a degree in an analytical field
1-3 years of experience performing data analysis in a business environment
Experience with SQL coding for complex projects and tasks preferred
Familiarity with the challenges of data extraction and manipulation of large data sets
Proven track record of results delivery and strong attention to detail, evident in both oral and written
communication skills
Healthcare experience a plus
Consulting background a plus

Traits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passion for data, analytics, and problem solving
Strong communication skills, written, oral, and interpersonal
Attention to detail and strong commitment to quality
Ability to work in a team environment as well as independently
Willingness to learn new technologies
Strong organizational and time management skills
Excellent work ethic

